ASSOCIATION OF FORMER WHO STAFF MEMBERS
ASSOCIATION DES ANCIENS DE L’OMS

Questionnaire on your choice of language for future issues of
the Quarterly News
Overleaf there is a short survey on the contents of Quarterly News
Your choice of language
As mentioned in this edition of Quarterly News we are obliged to make economies. For future issues of
Quarterly News, starting in 2019, we will therefore produce two editions, one in French and one in
English and we ask you to let us know which language you prefer to receive in future. Both language
versions will be available on our website and those of you who enjoy reading both will be able to consult
the second language there.
If you do not inform us this will mean that we shall have to try and assess your preference, with all of the
inconvenience it will cause you, and us, if we guess incorrectly and you wish to change it.
Your name:
Your address:

Your e-mail address:

Your choice of language:

English

French

(please circle the language of your choice)

Accessing the Quarterly News on our website only
As before, the current issue will be posted on our website in both languages a few days before the
printed issue is sent. We shall advise you by e-mail when it is available, with the added advantage to you
that all photos will be in colour and all web addresses will be linked.
We are asking you to let us know whether you would forego receiving a printed version, in order to help
us reduce the print runs and despatch costs, and in future to read the magazine on our website.
YES

NO

(please circle the answer of your choice)

Thank you for completing this questionnaire and mailing it as soon as possible to:
AFSM/AOMS
Office 4141, WHO
Avenue Appia
CH-1211 Geneva 27
Switzerland
Or scanning it and e-mailing it to: afsm_aoms@who.int

Whilst obtaining this essential information it would help us to learn your
views on the contents of the Quarterly News, please take a few minutes to
complete the simple survey overleaf.

Your opinion on the contents of the Quarterly News
We realize that you may have concerns over lack of anonymity; however we assure you that the results
will be used solely by the Editorial Board to determine future publishing policy, and will not be shared
with anyone else. You may be quite frank; it will help us fine-tune the contents to your preferences.
About yourself
Do you have access to Internet and do you have an email address?:
Do you consult the AFSM website? (Frequently, sometimes or never)
If you do consult the AFSM website, do you find what you are looking for? (Frequently, sometimes or
never)
Do you share your copy of the magazine with former colleagues and friends?

No
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Your opinion on the contents of the Quarterly News
Please put a cross or tick in the appropriate box for the following topics:

Astronomy
Book Reviews
Exhibitions
Humour
In Memoriam
Members’ Travels
News about the Committee and the Association
News about WHO programmes and projects
News and updates on Pension matters
News and updates on the Staff Health Insurance
News from regional associations
News from WHO
Our health
Photographs
Readers’ Letters
We would welcome suggestions of other subjects you would like to see covered and/or general comments
– kindly provide them on a separate sheet.

To thank you for responding we will put the replies from all members who
complete both sides of this questionnaire into a draw and select 20 winners
to receive a small gift purchased from the WHO Bookshop.

